Fashion-Wise

A sophomore Ruth Kelly displays a cuffed skirt and blouse set off with school under the collar. Another cuffed skirt, plus a twin sweater set, is worn by her Mensorus, Iowa State College senior. A gray battle jacket and plaid green Cuff skirt is the ensemble of Shirley Molohan of Northwestern. Frances shows, St. Louis, wears a stunning unicorn gabardine coachman suit with a wing tie.

Mongerson, Iowa State College senior. A gray battle jacket and plaid Girl skirt is the ensemble of Shirley Molohan of Northwestern. Frances More, St. Louis, wears a stunning unicorn gabardine coachman suit with a wing tie.

You enough for both classroom and sports is this culotte dress worn by Marjorie Christian, Carleton College... Virginia Hawkins, a Knox College junior, plays a washable gray corduroy outfit. The square jacket and slim, straight skirt worn by Frances Swenson, DePauw senior, may be worn separately. A detachable hood is the feature of the Kelly green coat worn by Patricia Kirchberg.

You Walter, Stephens College, models a soft gray wool dress with thin green belt. A mid-sleeve sweater and a navy accordion pleated skirt is the choice of Helen MacFarlane, Maryland College for Women. Dorothy Bloom, Beloit displays a wool date dress with removable hood which is the last word in utility. Helen Honey, Purdue, wears a cowl-hooded gray and yellow checked evening coat.

Enthusiastic Approval

of the new Underwood Champion Portable. You'll be the model in the original Underwood Champion Portable, still the only true portable. With Underwood Champion. Underwood Champion Portable. You'll thrill to those same winning qualities in your own Underwood Champion Portable Typewriter.

When you play hard, you can play your Underwood Champion Portable Typewriter hard. You'll get along better with neatly typed homework and classroom papers. You'll win the admiration of friends with your legibly-typed letters. You'll win more leisure for sports and other activities with the help of this speedy classmate.

So put this Campus Champ on your team. Don't delay... ask your dad now to get you an Underwood Champion Portable Typewriter.

Underwood

You know what it takes to be a champion on the playing field: Speed! Stamina! Performance!

On your study desk, you'll thrill to those same winning qualities in your own Underwood Champion Portable Typewriter.

You'll get along better with neatly typed homework and classroom papers. You'll win the admiration of friends with your legibly-typed letters. You'll win more leisure for sports and other activities with the help of this speedy classmate.

So put this Campus Champ on your team. Don't delay... ask your dad now to get you an Underwood Champion Portable Typewriter.
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